
 

Our project is called “Environmental Learning Illustrated“ or “ELI“ for short. We want to 
encourage people to learn about environmental problems and sustainable solutions to 
these problems. This will be achieved by creating an online e-learning platform featuring 
visual arts. To motivate people further, to engage them in the ELI project, and to raise 
people's awareness of climate change we will develop a graphic novel. This project is co-
funded by the Erasmus+ Programme for Adult Education of the European Commission.  
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CALL FOR ARTISTS  
DEVELOPMENT OF A GRAPHIC NOVEL BASED ON A STORY BY THE ELI-PROJECT 

 THE 

ELI PROJECT 
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If you are interested, please contact us with your application by November 
26th 2018! Please send us 2-3 examples of your art style and a 1-page draft that reflects the 

story of Eli to give us an idea of how you would approach drawing the graphic novel.  

- Experience and skills in comic/manga/graphic novel design and layouting 
- As we welcome your approaches to the graphic aspects and design of the novel, we 
 expect you to be open to our suggestions and ideas.  
- Flexibility and availability for feedback sessions (personal or via Skype) 
- Good command of the English language 
- Residence must be in Austria or United Kingdom 
- You will need to send us an invoice for your service, therefore you could be self-
 employed.  

UK:  The Surefoot Effect 
1 Balgonie Woods 
Paisley PA2 6HW 
Scotland, United Kingdom 
euri@surefoot-effect.com 

AUSTRIA: E.N.T.E.R. GmbH 

Geidorfplatz 2 

8010 Graz, Austria 

carina.maas@enter-network.eu 

Working phase:  November 2018 – February 2019 
(including monthly feedback sessions) 

Final product ready:  March 15th 2019 

Payment:  For your work, you will receive a lump sum of € 5000 Euro. The 

detailed payment modalities will be set when the contract is signed.  
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This project has been funded with support from the European 
Commission. This communication was made by the author alone, and the 

European Commission can not be held responsible for any use that may 
be made of the information contained therein. 



 

Year 3070. Humankind is scattered in nomad 
colonies across the galaxy. They had to leave Earth 
1000 years ago, since the planet was no longer able 
to provide resources for the fast-growing and never-
satisfied species called Homo Sapiens. One day, our 
protagonist Eli has a vision and initiates the return of 
one colony back to Earth by convincing the four 
Elders, who lead the colony in the form of an Elder 
Council. While everyone is eagerly building a new 
settlement back on Earth, Eli is able to hear the voice 
of nature and has an eye-opening encounter. Eli 
realises that human society has to change its path in 
order to avoid making the same mistakes again and 
decides to lead the colony into a new era of a green 
and low carbon society, using and further developing 
the technology that was already available in 2020. 
The hard part is just how to convince everyone to 
follow Eli’s lead…  

 
(Full story available on request).  
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THE 

ELI PROJECT 

 

 Eli: protagonist 

 Sam: Eli’s friend 

 Elder Hoax, Elder Avarice, Elder Grim, and Elder 
 Reverie: the Elder Council 

 People of the colony 

 Jungle/undergrowth/vines/trees 

 Spacecraft inside and outside 

 A settlement 

 Impressions of future technology such as vertical 
farms, solar and wind farms, etc. 

CHARACTERS & SCENES 

 Bring the Story of Eli to life 
in a graphic novel of 20-25 
pages + a cover page. 
 

 The style of the illustrations 
is advised to be semi-coloured, 
meaning mostly black-and-
white with occasional colour 
highlights. When suitable, 
some pages may be full-
coloured.  
 

 In the story, there are 
dialogues and a narrating 
“voice-over” by the 
protagonist which need to be 
integrated in speech bubbles 
and boxes. While reading the 
story, there are also 
descriptions of the scenery and 
of actions, but they will be 
portrayed just visually.  

THE STORY YOU WILL 

BE WORKING WITH 

WHAT WE WANT 

FROM YOU 

THE PROJECT PARTNERS 


